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Welcome to the latest of our e-newsletters about the T. S.
Eliot Prize 2022. Week by week we bring you news about
the Prize and this year’s shortlist, with reviews and articles
on the ten poets and their collections, video readings,
interviews, poems and more.

Shortlisted poet in focus: Philip Gross
Philip Gross is the latest of our shortlisted poets to feature in the Eliot
Prize e-newsletters. We welcome Philip back to the shortlist as the
winner of the 2009 Prize with The Water Table (Bloodaxe).
 
'With each new collection, Philip Gross’ poems extend their conversation
between the metaphysical and the acutely physical,' says Philip’s
publisher, Bloodaxe. 'His sequences in The Thirteenth Angel scan from
moment to moment like flickering needles, registering stress patterns in
the world around us – ebbs and flows of weather or events, in our own
bodies, in the city streets before and after the pandemic, or on the

autoroutes of Europe with their undertow of human flight. If there are angels, they are nothing
otherworldly, but formed by angles of incidence between real immediate things, sudden moments of
clarity that may disturb, calm or exhilarate.'
 
‘The Thirteenth Angel is a book with its finger firmly on the pulse of the sounds of the contemporary
world,’ writes Mona Arshi in the Poetry Book Society Bulletin, Winter 2022. ‘Gross uses language which
is precise and sharp one moment and then veers into a familiar colloquial style the next, which makes
him intensely readable.’

‘Gross presents us hurtling forwards, across the circuit board of the modern city, but making the same
old mistakes. What we need is perspective, an opportunity to gain some objectivity, and The Thirteenth
Angel offers us this divine intervention [of angels] and the opportunity to step outside of ourselves and
to view the world from a fresh angle,' writes John Field, T. S. Eliot Prize reviewer.

Philip Gross was born in Cornwall, the son of an Estonian wartime refugee. He has lived in Plymouth,
Bristol and South Wales, where he was Professor of Creative Writing at Glamorgan University (USW).
His twenty-seventh collection, The Thirteenth Angel, is a Poetry Book Society Recommendation, and
follows eleven previous books with Bloodaxe, including Between the Islands (2020); A Bright Acoustic
(2017); Love Songs of Carbon (2015), winner of the Roland Mathias Poetry Award and a Poetry Book
Society Recommendation; Deep Field (2011), a Poetry Book Society Recommendation; The Water Table
(2009), winner of the T. S. Eliot Prize 2009; and Changes of Address: Poems 1980-1998 (2001). He
regularly collaborates with other artists, photographers and writers; he also writes poetry for young
people – The All-Nite Café won the Signal Award 1994 and Off Road to Everywhere won the CLPE
Award 2011. He received a Cholmondeley Award in 2017.
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FEATURED POEM

The Follies
 
Slipping out of the City
in a grey-brown fug,
air full of uncompleted rain.
 
Behind us, already reduced
to the ghosts of themselves,
the follies of big money:
 
gherkin, protuberant shapes
of the time. Only the shard
is honest: cloud-capped
 
splinters. The final push
to the summit… called off
at the snowfield of Forever.
 
On the way down,
that (statistics tell us)
is when climbers die.

from The Thirteenth Angel by Philip Gross (Bloodaxe, 2022).
© The author.
Bloodaxebooks.com

The Thirteenth Angel reviewed by John Field
Read John Field’s in-depth review of Philip Gross’ The Thirteenth Angel in full on the
T. S. Eliot Prize website, where you can also find his close readings of our other
shortlisted poets Fiona Benson, Jemma Borg and Victoria Adukwei Bulley.

John blogs at Poor Rude Lines.

On film: Philip Gross' readings and an interview
‘There is no wiser version of me in this transaction at all. I’m still as uncertain and as new to the new
situation I’m in as I’ve ever been, and I would be worried if I was not,’ says Philip Gross in our T. S. Eliot
Prize video interview. ‘We are all desperately and rightly confused and unsettled about what’s going on
around us. Is that comfort? No, perhaps not, but it is life.’

Hear more fascinating observations from Philip in his filmed interview and enjoy his readings of his
poems ‘Moon, O’, ‘In the Light of the Times’ and ‘Of Breath’, in the latest additions to our shortlisted
poets’ film series – click below to view Philip’s contributions. Be sure to visit the T. S. Eliot Prize YouTube
channel to view recently released recordings of Fiona Benson, Jemma Borg and Victoria Adukwei Bulley,
and keep watching for new films over the coming weeks.
 

Philip talks about his work

Philip reads 'Moon, O'

Philip reads 'In the Light of the Times (Springtime in Pandemia, 4)'

Philip reads 'Of Breath (Thirteen Angels)'

Readers’ Notes: The Thirteenth Angel
The fourth in our Readers’ Notes series looks at Philip Gross’s collection, The
Thirteenth Angel. The Readers’ Notes offer introductions to some key poems
from each collection, with reviews and biographies of the poets, and
suggest creative writing prompts. Free to download, they’re designed to
help individual readers, book groups and poetry classes to explore and
extend their reading of the shortlisted titles. English teachers – if you’re
preparing your students for any Unseen Poem papers, hone their skills on
this year’s list.

To access the growing library of readers’ notes, visit the shortlist section of our website.
 

Buy the Shortlist

We’re delighted by the support bookshops are giving to this year’s shortlist. You can also take
advantage of the Poetry Book Society’s T. S. Eliot Prize bundle, which includes all ten shortlisted titles
for just £75 to PBS Members with free UK postage, or £100 for non-members. Stock up your
bookshelves and immerse yourselves ahead of the Readings event at the Royal Festival Hall on Sunday
15 January 2023. Full details at poetrybooks.co.uk.

Shortlisted poets on the road...
Philip Gross is launching The Thirteenth Angel with a live-stream reading via YouTube on 22 November...
Victoria Adukwei Bulley and Anthony Joseph (along with previously shortlisted poet Kayo Chingonyi) will
be among the writers to look out for at the Tottenham Literature Festival in November… Anthony Joseph
will also be appearing in Norwich and Paris in November; more details on his website… Zaffar Kunial is
reading at Kendal Mountain Festival on 19 November  and at Out-Spoken, Southbank Centre, London,
on 24 November (alongside judge Hannah Lowe and 2019 shortlistee Anthony Anaxagorou)… You can
catch Yomi Ṣode in London, Birmingham, Brighton, Bath and Hay-on-Wye during November… Victoria
Adukwei Bulley and Mark Pajak are reading at the Lodestone Poets Milton Keynes Lit Fest event on 14
December.

Fiona Benson and Joelle Taylor online, on stage

Our friends at Poet in the City have some exciting projects underway, which include collaborations with
T. S. Eliot Prize poets. This month, they launched the digital showcase, Herstory; inspired by the voices
of over four hundred women, it features Fiona Benson, one of this year’s shortlisted poets. And be sure
to catch our 2021 winner Joelle Taylor, who will be appearing in the upcoming event Sappho: Words
More Naked Than Flesh, at Wilton’s Music Hall, London, on 14 November.

Shortlist Readings live at Southbank Centre
Book your ticket for the T. S. Eliot Prize 2022 Shortlist Readings on Sunday 15 January 2023 at
Southbank Centre’s Royal Festival Hall. Don’t miss the live experience of seeing and hearing the poets in
that celebrated space. Tickets for the Readings (which are British Sign Language interpreted) and the
simultaneously streamed event are on sale now from the SBC box office and online.

Follow us on Instagram
Don’t miss our growing Instagram feed, with featured poems and links to news and
events. Find and follow us on Instagram (and not forgetting Twitter!): @tseliotprize.

Subcribe to our e-newsletter
The T. S. Eliot Prize e-newsletter series will be bringing you weekly updates, with interviews, poems and
high quality films of all ten of our shortlisted poets. You’ll also be the first to hear about our specially
commissioned Readers’ Notes and reviews. Please tell your friends! You can also download past
newsletters (including our profiles of Fiona Benson, Jemma Borg and Victoria Adukwei Bulley).

Mike Sims
Director, T. S. Eliot Prize
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